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R

BEYOND: Thank you for your support
of our ministry to the Regions Beyond. Your
faithfulness and continued support makes it possible for us to
continue reaching thousands of people who have never heard
the gospel. This month Bruce will be in the remote Omo
Valley region of Ethiopia, near the border of Sudan, to
establish a new church and dedicate anew church building.
Previously, five churches were established among two
unreached tribes. A church leader’s conference will also be
held in a Moslem area of Ethiopia.
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H

ighlands of Ethiopia: Our recent conference
was held in Yirgachaffe, which is known for
its coffee production. As our vehicle arrived at the
ministry site, at an altitude exceeding 10,000 feet
and on a dirt road, thousands of people were
waiting. In the midst of rain and cold, people
packed the warehouse while thousands more stood
outside for five days to hear the gospel preached.

T

he Grandma Choir: It is a joy to be able to bring
aspects of our ministry to you through photos and
video. A choir comprised of grandmothers sang and
danced during the only respite we had from the rain. In a
land with short life expectancies, these women represent
the older generation as they give it their all. You can
view this video and many others by visiting our youtube
channel (www.youtube.com/RegionsBeyond) or through
our website (www.RegionsBeyond.org).
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“Our desire is to preach the gospel in the regions beyond” 2 Corinthians 10:16
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On Location In The Mountains of Ethiopia

Thousands Stood Outside To Hear Gospel

Colorful Choirs Sang Between Teaching Sessions
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THE REGIONS BEYOND. . .

Tax Deductible Gift Receipts . . . In January you will
receive a detailed account of your 2011 tax-deductible contributions to Regions Beyond.
Bruce’s knee . . . Bruce’s knee was again injured while ministering in Ethiopia, resulting in
more surgery in late November. Please continue to pray for complete healing and for protection
while traveling. North Africa Crusade . . . During February, Bruce will be in an Islamic city
of North Africa for an outdoor crusade and the establishment of a new church. Radical Islam
continues to advance throughout this region, making each crusade we complete vital to the
establishment of Christianity in the Muslim world.

Pray For Bruce In The Omo Valley

During January and the first part of February Bruce is in the remote Omo Valley as we continue
starting new churches among tribes that have not heard the gospel. The roads are rough, living
conditions are very basic, and water is often difficult to find, but the gospel is being preached to
those who have not heard.
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